**Who we are**

Small company based in north Italy (Monza) founded in 1904, always working as Industrial Valves Manufacturer, supplier of valves ANSI/UNI-DIN, with a strong know-how, based on the growth of Italian steel industry in 70’s and the international development of oil & gas from 80’s.

Skilled in small production of special valves or in big dimensions valves, is appreciated for quality level and for flexibility front of special requirements; it cooperate only with ITALIAN suppliers and sells with GUSMAR and SELLA brands.

**Contacts**

Ph. 039-748551
gusmar@gusmar.it

---

**Product description**

- Gate valves
- Globe valves
- Check valves (Nozzle, Tilting, Swing... type)
- Cryogenic V.
- Pressure Seal V.
- Bellow V.

**Materials for high or low temperatures:**

- Carbon steels
- Stainless steels
- Nickel Alloys
- Titanium
- Others

www.gusmar.it